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Overview

Plasma processing is a key technique for the fabrication of semiconductor devices. In fact plasma processing

constitute over 30 % of all processing steps in a modern semiconductor fab. In particular, plasma etching is

now considered the primary technology required for the realization of high-aspect ratio structures with small

sub-micron critical dimension devices. For example,3D memory devices with interconnect hole structures with

∼ 100 nm diameter and > 5 micron height poses a great challenge for plasma etching , [1]. [2] Plasma etch

process issues such as feature, sidewall, shape, integrity, surface, roughening, aspect-ratio dependent etching,

micro-loading effects, etc. need to be addressed . [3]

One particular feature of plasma etching of dielectric materials is the deposition of charged particles (elec-

trons and ions) on the surface of the etched feature and the consequent self-induced electrostatic potential that

this surface bound charge causes. This electrostatic potential can become sufficiently large that the ion tra-

jectories within the feature becomes distorted compromising the anisotropy of plasma etch. Consequences of

the surface charge induced electrostatic potential buildup include the feature scale notching effect , [4] etch stop

due to ion shielding from feature bottom, and in the case of extreme charge buildup even the breakdown of the

dielectric material. A number of previous academic studies have modeled this phenomena in the past including

the work of Matsui et al. , [5] [6] who studied large aspect ratio feature charge-up for a variety of continuous

wave and pulsed plasma exposure to the process the surface and well as surface conductivity in the mitigation

of the charge up.

Objective

This whitepaper discusses the modeling of feature-scale charge-up phenomena in a 2D dielectric trench feature

in a fluorocarbon plasma. The dynamics of charge-up phenomena is discussed along with a clear demonstration

of the etch stop behavior. The VizGrain particle simulation package with coupled electrostatic potential and

boundary surface charge evolution is used in the simulations

Figure 1: (a) Domain and (b) mesh for feature scale simulations.
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Figure 2: Transient evolution of electrostatic potential profile in the feature. (contour plots are the electrostatic
potential, block dots are CF3

+ ions and white dots are electrons)

Simulation setup

Table 1: Modules used for simulation

Module Description

VizGrain Particle module with Lorentz body force

VizEM For electrostatic potential (Poisson’s equation) + Boundary Surface Charge

Figure 1(a) shows the domain and Figure 1(b) shows the mesh used for the simulations. The domain

comprises the gas phase and the solid dielectric. The solid dielectric is assumed to have properties close to

SiO2 with a relative dielectric constant of 4.0. A single trench feature with 100 nm width and 1 micron height

is assumed, i.e. a feature aspect ratio of 10. The model exploits the symmetry of the problem and only half the

problem is simulated as indicated in the figure

The trench feature is characterized by a “trench bottom” and “trench sidewall”. The gas domain extended

from the trench to outside the trench. The particles are launched a certain distance from the top of the trench.

The gas subdomain is split into a “gas” and a “gas-outer” subdomains with particles being tracked only in the

“gas” subdomain, but the “gas-outer” is included for solving the electrostatic potential equation. The mesh for

the problem is made of purely quadrilateral non-uniform cells.

A total of three equations systems are solved 1) Particle tracking with Lorentz force due to electric fields

solved only in the “gas” subdomain, 2) Electrostatic potential (Poisson’s) equations solved in “gas”, “gas outer”,

and “SiO2// subdomains, and 3) Boundary Surface Charge-up equation at the trench bottom, trench sidewall,

and the flat top of the SiO2 solid that is exposed to the particles.
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Figure 3: Transient evolution of electrostatic poten-
tial at the trench bottom, trench sidewall (mid-height
location), and trench top

Figure 4: Transient evolution of CF3
+ ion and elec-

tron flux to the trench bottom location

Electrons and ions are launched from the launch plane indicated in Figure 1(a). The launch plane is a short

distance (about 100 nm) from the top of the trench. The ion is assumed to be the CF3
+ ion with a single

positive charge and a particle mass of 1.14 × 10−25 kg. The electrons are single negative charge with a mass

of 9.1 × 10−31 kg . The ions are launched from the launch plane as cold particles (zero temperature) with a

vertical downward velocity of −2.89 × 104 ms−1. This velocity corresponds to a kinetic energy of 300 eV that

is assumed to be acquired in sheath acceleration. The electrons are launched as Maxwellian particles with a

temperature of 34,800 K (about 3 eV). The number flux of electrons and ions launched are equal.

Upon impact with the solid dielectric surface, both the electrons and ions are assumed to be absorbed at the

surface depositing +e and – e charge, respectively, on the surface. This bound surface charge drives electrostatic

potential buildup in the domain. The potential boundary conditions at the bottom and top of the domain are

ground (0 V) and at the symmetry plane and rightmost vertical plane is assumed zero normal electric field.

The are multiple and very disparate time scales in the problem. The smallest time scale is associated with

electron transport (< ps) and the longest time scale is the slow charge buildup on the dielectric surfaces (∼ 10

ms). As such is it not possible to simulate the entire transient at reasonable computational times. To overcome

this problem, we choose to accelerate the slowest time scale by multiplying the boundary surface charge up

equation with a factor of 107. Hence the particles trajectories are integrated with a time-step of 10−14 s for a

total simulation time of 10−8 s. With the boundary surface charge acceleration of 107, this amounts to a total

physical time of simulation of 10−8 × 107 = 0.1 s, i.e. 100 ms.

The particle statistical weight for the simulation is chosen to be 0.2, i.e. there are 5 times as many particles

launched in the domain as in the real case. This is done to artificially maintain smoothness in the solutions. In

reality the particle statistical weight of 1 will reveal the physically exact statistical nature of the feature-scale

charge up problem, and is worthy of modeling for that reason.

Results

The simulations are initiated with a zero potential and zero boundary surface charge. Figure 2 shows snapshots

of the electrostatic field and the particles at five different times from the start of the transient (20 ms, 40 ms, 60

ms, 80 ms, and 100 ms). For about the first 30 ms the particles ions enter the trench opening and are directed to

the bottom of the trench where they deposit positive charge. The electrons on the other hand are launched with
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Figure 5: Transient evolution of bound surface
density at the trench bottom, trench sidewall (mid-
height location), and trench top.

Figure 6: Transient evolution of bound surface
density at the trench bottom, trench sidewall (mid-
height location), and trench top.

a Maxwellian distribution and have a wide angular spread that results in most of the electrons being absorbed at

the mouth of the trench. Consequently, the top of the trench structure gains net negative charge and the bottom

of the trench gains positive charge. Over time, the positive charge build up at the bottom of the trench gets

sufficiently high that the induced electrostatic potential at the bottom of the trench feature is sufficient to distort

the ion trajectories. These ions are deflected to the trench sidewall where they deposit their positive charge.

Once the trench bottom potential becomes even slightly higher than the incoming ion kinetic energy of 300 eV

the ions fail to reach the bottom and are hence excluded from the bottom of the trench.

This result is evident for the time snapshots of 40 ms and higher, where the ions are increasingly excluded

from the lower regions of the trench feature. The peak value of the potential at the trench bottom is about 360

V. This value is higher than the incoming ion kinetic energy of 300 eV due to the two-dimensional topology

of the trench bottom. Eventually, the positive potential at the trench bottom that excludes ions also happens

to attract the electrons that can stream to the bottom of the trench where they deposit their negative charge to

partially neutralize the high potential. This phenomenon is evident at the latter part of the transient > 50 ms

where the potential at the trench bottom slowly decreases from the peak value of about 360 V.

Figure 3 shows transient results for the electrostatic potential at three locations along the trench surface; the

bottom of the trench, on the trench sidewall mid-way along the height of the trench, and close to the top corner

of the trench. As discussed above the trench bottom rapidly picks up positive charge due to ion flux and reaches

a maximum potential at about 50 ms after the start of the transient. This is followed by a drop in the potential

during the latter part of the transient. Mid-height along the trench sidewall the potential remains low during the

first 30 ms of the transient followed by a rapid rise in the potential as the ion particle front reaches that location

during (see Figure 2). As explained earlier, this ion front results in a significant fraction of the downward

moving ions to be deflected sideways where they deposit charge positive charge on the sidewall. Location near

the top corner of the trench (along the sidewall) are initially slightly negatively charged, followed by a slight

positive charge during the latter part of the transient. The initial negative charge is a result of the large isotropic

electron flux.

The results in Figure 2 and Figure 3 are explained by observing the electron and ion fluxes to the bottom of

the trench in Figure 4. Hence it is clear that initially the positive ions dominate the particle flux to the bottom.

Once the bottom charges positively, the ions are excluded from the bottom and attract electrons during the latter

part of the transient to eventually negate the large positive charge build up.Figure 6/ shows the transients for
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the surface charge density at the same three locations as in Figure 3. At the bottom of the trench, note the large

increase in the positive surface charge density as during the initial part of the transient followed by a drop in

the positive charge as the region get irradiated by electrons. The sidewall is only slightly positively charged in

comparison and the top of the trench is negatively charged for reasons explained above.

In closing we note that the comprehensive work of Matsui et al. , [5] [6] considers similar trench structures

as in this whitepaper. An important difference between the results present by Matsui et al. and this whitepaper

is the difference in the trench bottom charge up profiles. In their work the trench bottom reaches a maximum

potential which then remains at the constant potential as a steady state solution. In our work, we however note

the maximum potential at the trench bottom is followed by a decrease in the potential due to electron extraction

into the high potential region during the latter part of the transient as seen in Figure 4.

Note for VizGlow/VizGrain users: The above problem is documented as a standard example with version

2.4 and higher releases. This example is titled “Particle-Feature-Scale-Trench-Chargeup”.
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